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PROJECT PART 6: INSIGHT REPORT

“Letterpress is hard 
labor.” —Casey McGarr

“I work all week and most 
every weekend. I didn’t 
realize jobs could take  

all day. “—Casey McGarr 

OPPORTUNITIES HOW WE MIGHT. . . POTENTIAL DESIGN IDEAS OR SCENARIOS

>  There is an opportunity to set realistic expectations for the 
physicality of letterpress work for people considering entering 
the profession.

>  There is an opportunity to apply existing knowledge in 
the field of ergnonomics to reduce the physical strain of 
letterpress work.

>  There is an opportunity to create efficiencies in studio layout 
to eliminate unnecessary redundancies is task completion.

>  How might we expose those considering an investment in 
letterpress equipment to the realities of the nature of the 
work prior to investment?

>  How might we reduce physical strain through the application 
of ergonomic principles?

>  How might we arrange studio equipment to create efficiencies 
within the job process? 

> How might we develop an exercise plan that would prevent  
   physical strain for letterpress operators?  

>  Develop official apprenticeship and/or licensing program 
that requires a set number of hours of in-studio work for 
certification or entry into the profession

>  Create an ergonomic self-assessment for letterpress operators 
to evaluate their studios

>  Design recommended studio floor plans based on type of 
letterpress output such as invitations, posters, etc. 

>  Partner with a fitness organization to create an exercise plan 
specifically to support the work of letterpress owners

Compared to the relatively sedentary work of a modern-day graphic 
designer, letterpress work is labor-intensive. From observing Casey 
McGarr’s work in the studio, it’s a process that keeps him on his feet, 
constantly moving back and forth between different pieces of heavy 
equipment. The different processes involved in a letterpress job—
typesetting, locking up, inking, pulling prints and type distribution—
are all physical tasks.  
 
McGarr stated that this wasn’t something he really internalized during 
the planning stages of his studio. It was surprising to him the length 
of time it took to complete a job and how much physical energy it 
took to work in the studio.  

AFFINITY CATEGORY: LETTERPRESS AS LABOR

Insight 1: Letterpress is Labor-Intensive
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“This widow just gave 
me all of her husband’s 

equipment and type for a 
steal. She wanted it  

to be used.” 
 — Casey McGarr

“Every time I visit 
a small town, I ask 

where the press 
used to be.” 
 —Casey McGarr

“There are operators that 
have tons of type in boxes.”— 

Casey McGarr

OPPORTUNITIES HOW WE MIGHT. . . POTENTIAL DESIGN IDEAS OR SCENARIOS

>  There is an opportunity to preserve the craft through the use 
of existing letterpress equipment and type. 

>  There is an opportunity to encourage use of original 
letterpress equipment.

>  There is an opportunity to create channels for donation of 
original letterpress equipment.

> How might we educate the public about the importance of 
   preserving the craft of letterpress printing? 
> How might we encourage original equipment use by current 
   letterpress operators? 
> How might we create a way that equipment owners can 
   donate original letterpress equipment to studio owners who  
   will put it to use?

>  Launch a public service campaign to raise awareness of 
letterpress and help the public identify letterpress equipment 
they may own

>  Host a contest or exhibition for letterpress studios where all 
submissions must use original type and presses

>  Create a letterpress foundation and distribution network that 
ensures that all donated letterpress equipment will be used by 
an academic press or working studio

Several time throughout the interview process, McGarr spoke of 
the sources from which he procured his equipment. Much of his 
equipment was “donated” to his studio for free or for prices much 
lower than market value simply because the original owners needed 
to move the equipment and desired to keep the equipment in use.  

McGarr lamented that unless letterpress equipment is used, the 
craft runs the risk of extinction. He stated that much of  the available 
letterpress equipment and type is in warehouses and junkyards 
across the nation, out of the reach of active letterpress printers. With 
new technologies like photopolymer plates make the use of metal 
and wood type non-essential, there is concern that old equipment and 
type will simply be discarded. 

AFFINITY GROUP: EQUIPMENT SOURCES

Insight 2: Much of the Available Letterpress Equipment is Unused
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“I couldn’t afford to get 
into letterpress today.” — 

Casey McGarr

“My initial costs were $250. 
My current equipment is 

worth over $50K  
in the current market.” 

 — Casey McGarr

OPPORTUNITIES HOW WE MIGHT. . . POTENTIAL DESIGN IDEAS OR SCENARIOS

>  There is an opportunity to set realistic expectations of 
necessary start-up equipment and costs for potential studio 
owners.

>  There is an opportunity to create the ability to lease or rent 
letterpress equipment so that new studio owners can scale 
their investment as their business scales.

>  There is an opportunity to offer business counseling for 
letterpress studio owners to set them up for financial success.

>  How might we educate potential studio owners on the needed 
financial investment for running a successful letterpress 
studio? 

>  How might we reduce initial start-up costs through lease-to-
own or co-operative studio spaces? 

>  How might we create an affordable business advising and 
financial counseling service for letterpress owners?

>  Return on Investment calculator for building a letterpress 
business

>  Create an equipment co-operative for letterpress owners or 
shared studio spaces

>  Develop an equipment leasing company for letterpress that 
offers equipment financing

>  Work with a letterpress association to offer business and 
financial counseling to letterpress owners

The scarcity of available equipment on the market and the rising 
interest in letterpress has significantly increased the cost of starting a 
letterpress studio. In the past 10 years, the average costs for presses 
has increased 10-fold.  
 
In addition to the expense of acquiring a press, letterpress requires 
significant physical space, varied supplies and accessories, industrial 
grade electrical wiring and either type or a photopolymer plate-maker.  
While the start-up costs are significant, the demand for letterpress 
is limited, particularly in certain geographies which makes achieving 
break-even, not to mention profit, a difficult proposition. Many 
letterpress operators have limited financial education, reducing their 
ability to assess the feasibility of their business success. 

AFFINITY GROUP: FINANCIAL INVESTMENT

Insight 3: Starting a Letterpress Studio is Expensive
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“I would like for my 
children to inherit my 

press. But if they don’t, 
I want the equipment to 
be used. Maybe left to a 

university.” 
 — Casey McGarr

“My daughter 
helps me with type 

distribution. It is 
great to see her 

organizing type.” 
 — Casey McGarr

“I’ve told him he needs to 
teach me how to do this.”— 

Wife of Casey McGarr

OPPORTUNITIES HOW WE MIGHT. . . POTENTIAL DESIGN IDEAS OR SCENARIOS

>  There is an opportunity to help letterpress owners define a 
succession plan for their studios.

>  There is an opportunity to actively engage a younger 
generation in letterpress, particularly those who stand to 
inherit a press.

>  There is an opportunity for academic presses to create 
donation processes for letterpress operators.

>  How might we provide letterpress owners with peace of mind 
that their investments and legacies will be protected after 
their deaths?

>  How might we interest the children of letterpress owners in 
learning the family business?

>  How might we provide letterpress owners with an option to 
bequeth their equipment and supplies to academic presses? 

>  Develop a Letterpress Living Will workshop and worksheets 
>  Create a teaching curriculum for letterpress owners to use 

with their children
>  Design an endowment program that universities with 

academic presses can implement to encourage donation of 
letterpress equipment

Because of the investment of both time and money, and their passion 
for the preservation of the craft, leaving a legacy and succession of 
their studio is a key concern for letterpress operators. Believing that 
“printing is preservation,” McGarr would like to leave his press to 
his children, however, they may not express an interest. In that case, 
he would like his press equipment donated to respected peers or a 
university. 

AFFINITY GROUP: LEGACY & SUCCESSION

Insight 4: Leaving a Legacy is a Key Concern for Owners
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“I have never even met 
Jim Irwin in person. But 

he helps me all the time.” 
—Casey McGarr

“Meeting Jim Sherradan 
from Hatch was a pivotal 

moment in my career.” 
 — Casey McGarr

OPPORTUNITIES HOW WE MIGHT. . . POTENTIAL DESIGN IDEAS OR SCENARIOS

>  There is an opportunity to help letterpress owners connect 
with like-minded peers regardless of location.

>  There is an opportunity strengthen the ties of local letterpress 
communities to enable mentoring of new letterpress owners.

>  There is an opportunity classify categories of letterpress 
owners to help them identify new peers.

> How might we create a social network for letterpress 
   printers?
> How might we encourage mentoring and connections at the 
   local level? 
> How might we classify letterpress printers so that they can 
   easily identify like-minded peers?

> Build a customized social networking experience for  
   letterpress operators 
> Develop a “tour of presses” program for local printers to invite 
   the local community to learn more about each other’s presses 
> Design a classification model and build a quiz-based 
   assessment tool with badging options within the social 
   network

Given the mechanical aspect of letterpress and the size of equipment, 
we had hypothesized that letterpress peer communities were heavily 
influenced by geography. We found that although the operators may 
have connections to local universities or other artists in their areas, 
their networks were more heavily influenced by those who shared 
similar equipment and philosophies about the craft of letterpress. 

AFFINITY GROUP: PEERS & INFLUENCERS

Insight 5: Peer Communities are Not Bound by Geography
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“You have to be located 
in a place where there 
are people who have a 
sense of visual acuity.” 

 —Wife of Casey McGarr

“I prefer to work 
with designers. 
I don’t have to 

explain it to them.” 
 — Casey McGarr

“Why wouldn’t we just Xerox 
it? —McGarr client in Jonesboro, AR

OPPORTUNITIES HOW WE MIGHT. . . POTENTIAL DESIGN IDEAS OR SCENARIOS

>  There is an opportunity to educate the public about letterpress 
so that they appreciate the craft and create demand.

>  There is an opportunity to assess the receptivity to letterpress 
within a community.

>  There is an opportunity to help letterpress owners learn how 
to build a clientele of educated clients.

>  How might we raise “letterpress literacy” among those in the 
market for printing?

> How might we create a geographic feasibility study for  
   letterpress studios?
>  How might we develop a marketing plan for letterpress 

owners that attracts an educated clientele?

> Develop a “Letterpress Buying Guide” that educates potential 
   clients about the process and sets appropriate expectations
>  Create an interactive modeling program that allows 

letterpress owners to gauge the potential for letterpress 
appreciation in a community

>  Build a business development program for marketing 
letterpress to graphic designers

Prior to moving to the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex, McGarr owned 
another home-based letterpress studio in Jonesboro, Arkansas. Both 
he and his wife noted that the press struggled there because the area 
did not have enough educated clients who had an appreciation of the 
printing method or an appropriate expectation of the process or result.

 
Although McGarr is mostly practices artisan letterpress, like posters, 
he is a graphic designer by training and says he prefers to work with 
other graphic designers because they understand exactly what they 
are buying. 

AFFINITY GROUP: CLIENTS

Insight 6: Educated Clients Make the Best Clients
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“If you’re going to start 
a press now, you need 
to be moving the craft 
forward.” —Casey McGarr

“I get so much satisfaction 
from working with my hands, 

that’s why I love carving.” 
 — Casey McGarr

OPPORTUNITIES HOW WE MIGHT. . . POTENTIAL DESIGN IDEAS OR SCENARIOS

>  There is an opportunity to connect artisan letterpress printers. 
>  There is an opportunity to have artisan printers share 

preservation practices with other letterpress owners.
>  There is an opportunity to document the practices of the best 

artisan letterpress artists to preserve the craft.

>  How might we create an event specifically for artisan 
letterpress printers?

>  How might artisan letterpress printers teach other letterpress 
owners about preservation practices?

>  How might we record and preserve the knowledge held by 
artisan letterpress printers for the good of the craft?

>  Develop an invitation-only organization for artisan letterpress 
owners with an annual summit that rotates through member 
presses

>  Create an online “letterpress university” where artisan 
printers teach other letterpress owners preservation practices 
and original equipment techniques

> Design an “oral history” project that documents the working 
   habits and artistic contributions of artisan printers to the craft

While there are commercial letterpress studios that specialize in the 
creation of client-oriented work, there is a small cadre of “artisan” 
letterpress owners. These proprietors often work exclusively in the 
poster format and use original equipment, including vintage cuts and 
metal and wood type.  
 
These owners have a philosophy that a letterpress owner should be 
preserving the craft by making it culturally relevant. They often are 
the most knowledgeable about original press mechanics, are involved 
in the creation of new wood and metal type and practice related 
processes such as linoleum carving. 

AFFINITY GROUP: PHILOSOPHY

Insight 7: Artisan Owners Preserve the Craft
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Affinity Diagram
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ORGANIZING IDEAS
Identifying affinities from research data 

I began by transcribing my notes onto Post-It Notes using 
a color-coding system:

> Pink indicated a direct quote form or personal fact 
   about Casey McGarr

> Teal indicated information regarding influencers,  
    networks and diffusion of information throughout the  
    community

> Yellow indicated information about letterpress  
   equipment and processes

After transcription, I began to group like ideas together. 
As I grouped them, I also tried to place them on the 
affinity map in proximity to other related concepts—
creating a pseudo Venn diagram that connected ideas 
that shared commonalities or impacted another concept. 

Finally, I labeled the conceptual groups in order to create 
a conceptual map for organizing insights.

CONCEPT MAP 
Letterpress  
as Labor

Financial 
 Investment

Previously-Owned
Equipment

Currently-Owned 
Equipment

Equipment 
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Legacy &
Succession


